98 winter wheat cultivars, tested by the Czech Plant Variety Office in 554 trials between 1976 and 2005, were analysed for breeding progress, yielding capacity and behaviour in particular environments. The trials were grouped by yield level, years, altitude, precipitation, temperature and ecological regions. Within each group, least squares (LS) adjusted cultivar means and variance components were estimated. The cultivar means within groups were used as primary data for the subsequent analysis across groups. Genetic variance (Vg) increased with increasing yield level while residual variance (Vr) slightly decreased. Although Vg within groups was very different, phenotypic correlations between the cultivar means of the groups were very high. The cultivar yields, plotted against environment yield, followed a funnel-like distribution, expanding from the origin. The data fitted better to the assumption of multiplicative main cultivar effects than to the assumption of additive main cultivar effects, implied by standard models. Standardised relative yields (SRY), assuming multiplicative main cultivar effects on the original scale, were therefore used to analyse the data. The SRY were obtained by standardisation of cultivar means within trial groups to the variance expected from the cultivar means across the trial groups, subtraction of additive environment effects and division by the general mean. The SRY had a smaller relative error, as measured by the Vg/Vr relation, than cultivar means calculated under the assumption of additive main cultivar effects. The SRY were surprisingly consistent over environments. G × E interactions, usually found under the assumption of additive main cultivar effects, may partly be artefacts of the assumption.
In a previous analysis, Schwarzbach & Atsmon (2004) studied empirically cultivars in diverse environments, using data from 353 official spring wheat trials from 1970 to 2002 in Israel. The trials were sorted by yield into several groups within which least squares (LS) adjusted cultivar means were calculated and variance components were estimated. Genetic variance was closely related to the yield level of the groups (Figure 1 ).
Although genetic variance in the highest yielding group was about ten times larger than in the lowest yielding group, the phenotypic correlations of cultivar means between the groups were very high, indicating multiplicative main effects of cultivars.
The genetic performance of cultivars was therefore described as relative cultivar yields (implying multiplicative cultivar effects), standardised to equal variance of cultivar means within the trial groups (SRY). The SRY had a considerably higher Vg/Vr ratio, compared with cultivar means obtained by standard techniques assuming additive cultivar effects. In Central Europe the trial yields differ less than in Israel and different environmental factors affect the yield. Therefore the question is, if in Central Europe the assumption of multiplicative main cultivar effects is also more realistic than that of additive main cultivar effects. If it is so, the use of SRY would be a useful, easy to calculate cultivar means (LS-means) across environments within each year were calculated. Most trials were well correlated with the yearly means, with r > 0.65. To reduce noise, trials with r < 0.26 were disregarded and the remaining 554 trials were analysed. The distribution of correlation coefficients is given in Figure 2 .
Since the tested cultivars changed during the years, the data over years were non-orthogonal. LS-adjusted cultivar means were calculated from non-orthogonal data, as suggested by Patterson (1997) , using the linear model y ij = a i + b j + r ij . In this paper we assume that yields are arranged in a two-way table with columns = environments and rows = cultivars. To eliminate environment effects, the actual data were first standardised to the variance expected from the cultivar means across environments. In orthogonal situations, this was done by division of the column data by their standard deviation and multiplication by the standard deviation of the overall cultivar means. In non-orthogonal situations, the column data were divided by their standard deviation and multiplied by the standard deviation that would be expected if the actually present column data were replaced by the corresponding LS-adjusted row means. With the standardised data an LS analysis was performed and the column effects were subtracted from the data. The data, now largely free of multiplicative and additive environment effects, were then expressed relative to the general mean, to be presented in a format practical breeders are used to. The effects of converting raw yields into SRY are demonstrated on data from Schwarzbach and Atsmon (2004) in Figure 3 .
To compare the accuracy of SRY, we used the ratio of genetic to residual variance (Vg/Vr) as a measure, regarding the SRY as primary data for the estimation of variances. This does not contradict the assumption of multiplicative cultivar effects since RY behave additively, as seen in Figure 3b . Since the data were often non-orthogonal, we defined Vg as the variance of all genetic effects actually present in the data. To estimate Vg we calculated the variance of a data matrix in which all actually present primary data were replaced by the corresponding LS-adjusted cultivar means, and subtracted from it the properly weighted error of the LS-adjusted cultivar means. This procedure yielded in Monte Carlo simulations estimates very close to expectations. The Vg estimates deviate in unbalanced situations slightly from those obtained alternative for the evaluation of trial series, without the need of expensive software and experts to handle it. We therefore tried to evaluate winter wheat yield data from the Czech official trials, accumulated over 35 years, by means of SRY and the underlying multiplicative yield model.
MATEriAl And METhOds
We analysed data from Czech official winter wheat trials from 1976 to 2005. The series comprised 599 trials. Within years the cultivars were mostly tested orthogonally, on average at 17 locations. To assess the quality of trials, correlations of cultivar means within single trials and LS-adjusted Genet. Plant breed., 43, 2007 (4): 117-124 with standard statistical packages due to a different Vg definition. The SAS statistical package was used for the analysis of variance (ANOVA) and to fit the multiplicative model.
rEsulTs And disCussiOn
When yield data from the regional trials in Israel and from the Czech official trials were plotted against environment means, in both series the distribution was hardly a two-dimensional normal one, but looked rather funnel-like, expanding from the origin of the diagram (Figures 4 and 5) .
A similar distribution can be observed in the data of Finlay and Wilkinson (1963) . The funnel-shaped distribution, seen also in Figure 3a , should be expected with multiplicative cultivar effects and if Vg is correlated with the trial yield. The regression lines in both series went through the origin, as it should be, since negative yield is biologically impossible and at zero trial yield all cultivars must also have zero yield. The trials were sorted by yield into 6 groups of approximately 92 trials. Within groups LS-adjusted cultivar means were calculated and genetic and residual variances were estimated.
The estimated variance components are summarised in Figure 6 .
Vg was significantly correlated with yield, while Vr slightly decreased. The relation Vg/Vr increased approx. fourfold from the lowest to the highest yield group. The differentiation of cultivars was therefore much better at a high yield level than at a low yield level. Since phenotypic correlations of the LS-adjusted cultivar means between the groups were very high (average r = 0.904) and the correlation coefficients did not differ significantly (see Table 1 ), the relationship between the cultivars remained basically the same, regardless of the yield level and the actual genetic variance. The selection of superior cultivars therefore appears most efficient at a high yield level. The phenotypic correlations were also similarly high if the trials were grouped by other criteria, i.e. years, regions, altitude or temperature, as described in more detail elsewhere . The above findings indicate multiplicative main cultivar effects and justify the expression of cultivar performance in relative terms. The main effects of cultivars, disregarding non-linear interactions, can thus be symbolised visually by the heuristic model given in Figure 7 .
The empirical findings suggest that the main effects of cultivars in this data set are multiplicative and that environment effects are both additive and multiplicative. This corresponds to the joint regression model y ij = a i b j + e j + r ij , where y ij denotes the yield of cultivar i in environment j, a i the multiplicative effect of cultivar i, b j the multiplicative effect of environment j, e j the additive effect of environment j and r ij the residual effect.
To test the model with minimum noise, we reduced the original data set to cultivars present at least ten times in each of the six trial groups. We fitted the joint regression model y ij = a i b j + e j + r ij to the reduced data set as explained in the appendix. The results are summarised in Table 2 .
To compare the above model with the standard additive model y ij = a i + b j + r ij , we performed a usual ANOVA on the reduced data set. The results are summarised in Table 3 . Although the requirements for the analysis are not met (inhomogeneous variances and non-additivity according to the Tukey test with F = 82.2), the error mean square of 0.042, almost twice that for the multiplicative model, confirms the better fit of the multiplicative model. For practical purposes the SRY, which are based on the above multiplicative model, offer a simple tool to evaluate trial series, without the need of expensive software and skilled experts, able to use it properly. The SRY can be calculated easily even with a pocket calculator and provide a straightforward, easily understandable information to the breeder. To give an impression how consistent and reproducible the standardised relative cultivar yields are, these are presented for the reduced data set in Table 4 . It is tempting to interpret fluctuations of SRY of individual cultivars in the table in terms of yield stability, using for example the ratio of variance within a cultivar to the residual variance of the remaining cultivars (F-test). This would identify cultivars with below or above average fluctuations. However, the error of variance estimates from a small number of data is enormous (Piepho 1998b) . Considerably more data per cultivar would be necessary to obtain meaningful estimates. The fluctuations within the rows in Table 4 depend also on the number of trials per group of a given cultivar, which is not constant. We therefore give just the standard deviation within cultivars. This might indicate suspect cultivars which could then be compared in a balanced comparison in a maximum number of environments, which is not, however, within the intention of this paper.
Standardisation to equal variance of cultivar means substantially reduced the residual variance relative to Vg and thus improved the statistical separation of cultivars. The improvement is mainly due to the minimisation of interactions created in additive models as artefacts by the multiplicative behaviour of cultivars. The improvements, in terms of the Vg/Vr ratio, are summarised in Table 5. SRY are ver y suitable to visualise breeding progress, especially periods of stagnation or sudden shifts to another level of performance. In Figure 8 the breeding progress, observed in the Czech official trials, is visualised. In the graph the performance of the top three cultivars in each year is represented by their SRY, calculated from all available data. Yau and Hamblin (1994) used yields relative to the environment mean to measure cultivar performance and adaptation in an orthogonal trial series with very large differences in the mean trial yield. It could be shown ) that the obvious advantages of relative yields in these series were partly offset by the errors of the trial means and additive effects of environments. In unbalanced trial series the error is still higher since the trial means depend also on the tested entries. Standardisation, as described above, removed these problems. The question remains if the SRY are superior also over measuring cultivar performance according to more advanced statistical models, such as the regression model of Finlay and Wilkinson (1963) , the AMMI (additive main and multiplicative interactions) model (Gollob 1968; Gauch 1988; van Eeuwijk et al. 2004 ) and its further extensions, for example by Piepho (1997 Piepho ( ,1998a ). These models have in common additive main effects of cultivars and split the residual term of the linear model into one or more 
Appendix: mathematical considerations
We fitted the joint regression model y ij = a i b j + e j + r ij to the original data by nonlinear least squares subject to the usual identifiability constraints Σa i = Σ(b j -1) = 0 (Ng & Grunwald 1997) . The expected value under this model is given by µ ij = a i b j + e j . This model is equivalent to the Finlay-Wilkinson regression (Finlay & Wilkinson 1963) with the roles of genotypes and environments reversed (Digby 1979) .
The standardization to SRY is consistent with the multiplicative model used in this paper as will be now shown. Observing the constraints, this is found to have environment means equal to -µ • j = e j and environment variances equal to b 2 j var (a j ). Also, the genotype means over environments have means -e • and variance var (a j ). It emerges that, provided that errors r ij are negligible, subtracting the environment mean from the raw data and standardizing to constant variance yields a model with expected value approximately equal to a i . It remains to be investigated how this model fitting compares with the SRY when the errors are large. If the b j , obtained from model fitting, are used to standardise the data, a Vg/Vr ratio of 11.89 is obtained, which is slightly worse than 12.15 for the SRY. Strictly speaking, our procedure for obtaining SRY implicitly assumes that the standard deviation of r ij is proportional to b j , which corresponds to a variance-covariance structure known as heterogeneous compound symmetry (Wolfinger 1996) . By contrast, our least squares fit assumes that residuals r ij have constant variance, which explains, at least in part, the slight lack of perfect correlation (r = 0.99918) between the least squares fits for a j and SRY.
